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However,   the  underlying  hypothesis  of   the  models  developed are  not 
always explicit. In best cases, main assumptions are explicitly laid down, but 




that   different  models   give   rise   to  different   simulation   results.  Moreover, 
results obtained with the same model are different according to the values 
chosen for parameters.






available   for   his   consideration”   (Lowry,   1967).   Considering   more 



















deteriorations   and   peak­hour   congestions   (Handy   1996).   As   regards 
settlements (Banister 1992), it leads to urban spill over that pushes away the 
limits of   the city and breaks  the frontiers between urban and rural  areas, 
creating a new dichotomy between dense centers and diluted outskirts. As 
regards  housing,   it   leads   to  new kinds  of  behaviors   (neo­rural  or   rurban 









quantitative   point   of   view,   the   increase   of   the   number   of   households 




completely   respond   to   the   social   wishes.   It   this   context,   building   new 







Nevertheless,   fatality  of   the   second  option  may  not   be   if  new urban 
developments are in accordance with principles of sustainable development. 
This supposes that new built­up spaces do not: 1. increase the number and/or 
the   length   of   daily  motorized   commuting;   2.   compromise   the   economic 
viability  of  agricultural   spaces   ;  3.   compromise  the  landscape quality;  4. 
compromise   the   ventilation   of   urban   centers;   and   5.   compromise   the 
ecological quality of natural areas. This point of view is currently strengthen 
by   several   authors  noticing   that   the  principles  of   a   compact   city  do  not 
necessarily present specific advantages any more (e.g. Breheny,  1997).
2.2 A sustainable scenario of urban development
Such   considerations   lead   to   the   idea   that   space   could   be   “better 
consumed”  which  means   that   urban  growth   should  be   canalized  but   not 
forbidden (Beaucire et al., 1999). Considering that little modifications of the 
urban structure can  lead  to strong modifications  of   the urban functioning 
(Batty,   2001),   our   aim   is   to   identify   relevant   locations   for   new   urban 





al.   (2007)   have   proposed   to   base   the   orientations   of   urban   growth   and 
planning on four principles.
1. Ensure a good accessibility to the various amenities (urban and rural). 






Cohen,   2007),   and   to   develop   profitable   and   effective  public   transports. 
Obviously, urbanization rule that favors the development of compact built­
up patterns favors in turn compact non built­up patterns.
3.  Reduce   the  decrease  of  percentage  of  open   spaces   (e.g.  parks  and 
gardens, outdoor recreational areas, farmlands, forests or nature reserves). 





These   four   principles   can   be   translated   into   related   geographical 
questions:   where   could   we   propose   new   urban   developments?   Which 
locations   could   be   relevant   for   the   creation   of   new   centralities   or 
reinforcement of existing ones?
2.3 Simulating a single scenario with three models





The  term simulation  is  defined  as   following:   simulation = scenario  + 























all   the  locations of  a studied area (and not  only  two points),  by defining 
complementaries   between   all   of   them.   They   formalize   the   famous   law 
expressed by W. Tobler: “Everything is related to everything, but near things 
are more related than distant things” (Miller, 2004). A potential value Pi is 





from   different   places   add   simply   one   to   the   other   without   explicit 
interactions.
As   noticed   by  Nadasdi   et   al.   (1991)   and  Weber   (2003),   interaction 
models, and especially potential model, are often used for demographic or 
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social   purposes   (so   as   to   assess   the   relationships   between   population, 
services and locations,  or  between users  and services,  but  more rarely  to 
study the evolution of land use. White and Engelen have also introduced the 






























non­built­up   areas  must   be   privileged   (first   principle   of   the   sustainable 
scenario). The strongest mass value (M=10) is affected to the services, which 
should also allow to respect the first principle of the sustainable scenario we 
want   to   simulate.  The   roads  are  very  important   too:   the  associated mass 
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value   (M=10)   relies   on   the   idea   that   the   global   accessibility   (i.e.   the 
possibilities   of   movement   between   all   kinds   of   spaces)   is   an   absolute 


































to   the  scenario  we want   to  simulate,   the  cellular  automaton  is  calibrated 
according to a single rule allowing the cells to move from the “open­space” 
category   at   time   t   to   the   “built­up   space”   category   at   time   t   +   1.  This 
transition   occurs   for   a   cell   i   only   if:   its   “3­cells   extended”   Moore 
neighbourhood (i.e. in a radius of 240 meters; Figure 3.b) contains more than 
35 % of built­up cells (that is to say at least 17 built­up cells among its 48 
surrounding   cells);     and   its   “3­cells   extended”   Moore   neighbourhood 
contains more than 35 % of open­space cells (that is to say at least 17 non 
built­up cells among its 48 surrounding cells ); and its “6­cells extended” 





Simulation   allows   the   identification  of   thirty   one   cells   (about   twenty 








The   third   simulation   is   based   on   a   fractal  model.   Fractal  models   in 
geography are defined in several  works till   the early 90's (see White and 
Engelen, 1993; Batty and Longley, 1994; Tannier and Pumain, 2005). The 
fractal  model   we   present   here   is   recent:   it   has   been   developed   in   the 
framework of a research project funded by the French Ministry of Transport 
and   Public   Works   (research   program   PREDIT)   and   directed   by   P. 
Frankhauser.   It   consists   in  using   fractal   geometry   to   define   urbanisation 






This   property   can   be   used   to   enlarge  Christaller's   central   places   theory 
(Christaller,  1933)  which introduces a  hierarchy of  services,  but  within a 
uniform spatial distribution of the localization of settlements. Frankhauser et 
al. (2007) proposed a fractal model for urbanization applying a hierarchical 
principle   also   for   the   spatial   distribution  of   services   and  other   facilities. 




the   city's   shape,   while   build   spaces   are   moved   closer   to   the   main 
transportation networks (Figure 4.a). 
For real world patterns, the presence of such spatial hierarchies can be 
measured   by   the   fractal   dimension.   In   the  model,  we  wanted   to  make 
graphically evident the presence or absence of a fractal hierarchy. For that, a 
method   called   fractal   decomposition  has   been  developed.   It   is   based   on 
covering progressively the urban pattern by cells of nested size according to 
different  scales of  analysis.   In  the first  step,  the complete studied area  is 
covered by a system of v.v = v² quadratic l1 size cells called « first order 
cells ». In the second step, each first order cell is decomposed into v.v cells 













r   =   1/3   as   been   chosen.   Three   steps   of   decomposition   are   sufficient   to 
highlight the multi­scalar organization of the built­up shape. Results of the 













centers  correspond  to  a  weekly  recourse;  3.New urbanized  cells  must  be 
contiguous to an existing built­up cell; 4.The contiguity of non built­up areas 
must be preserved.
Two second priority   rules  are  applied  as  often  as  possible:  1.A new 
urbanized  cell  must  be  crossed  by  a   road;  2.A new urbanized  cell  must 
border   an   open   space   cell.   This   rule   applies   only   if   the   new   urban 
developments do not hamper the access to non built­up areas of previously 
urbanized cells.
The   iterative   application   of   these   rules   on   cells   of   different   sizes, 
























of   existing   built­up   cells   is   not   affected   by   new   urban   developments. 
Moreover the fractal model strictly avoids to destroy the contiguity of open 
space. Both these restrictions leads automatically to more fingering patterns. 









the   absence   or   presence   of   a   phenomena   (roads,   amenities)   within   a 








Independently of   the used model,  all   the produced simulations can be 
considered as “good” planning solutions, responding to the goals determined 
by   the   choice   of   parameters.   These   solutions   appear   equivalent,   but 
obviously not equal. Their differences depend on the intrinsic specification 
of each model and the manner they manage different important notions, as 
neighborhood,   distance,   attractiveness,   etc.   The   potential   model,   for 
example,   “automatically”   includes   a   distance   weighting   that   clearly 
corresponds to the spatial repartition of many observed phenomena (first law 
of Tobler). It also allows to detect “intervening opportunities” in the whole 
studied   area,   by   testing   every   possibilities   of   mass   and   distance 
combinations.   In  the cellular  automata,   the  friction of  the distance  is  not 







comparing diverse  modelling approaches   in  order   to   test   the  influence of 
underlying   assumptions   on   simulations.   Indeed,   the   concepts   traduce 
different hypotheses concerning spatial interaction and refer, in some sense, 
to different approaches of perceiving distances. This helps to understand how 
distance   perception   may   act   on   urban   dynamics.   On   the   other   hand, 
considering planning purposes, the different concepts may be associated to 
different   kinds   of   constraints   for   accessibility   in  order   to  manage   urban 
sprawl. Such an approach should associate different actors (concerned with 
the urban sprawl problem and its consequences on social and environmental 
aspects) and confront different points of view, so as to open discussions and 
envisage suitable futures for urban areas expansion .
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